– Analysis and refinement of the design based on fundamental considerations of complexity,
communication, locality, and target architecture.
– Prototyping. Disciplined experimentation with the design at various levels of abstraction to
gain information used to further direct the refinement process.
Our methodology is based on the spiral model of software development with prototyping, a
model favored by the software engineering community. During the risk analysis phase of development, development relies on concise high-level, executable notations for data parallel problems,
such as FP, Sisal, Nesl and Proteus [3, 5, 4, 9]. The next phase is migration and integration
(perhaps automatic) to achieve an efficient application that can be tested and deployed. As new
requirements or target architectures are introduced, the development repeats the cycle.
The target architecture will have an influence on many aspects of the design, and here we
classify parallel architectures into four classes – two shared memory classes and two distributed
memory classes. The effects of each of the architectural classes is considered with regard to its
impact on application development.
– UMA shared memory. In this class, global memory has uniform memory access (UMA)
time. This challenging requirement is currently met only by cacheless machines with memory bandwidth matched to processor speed. Examples: Cray T90, NEC SX-4, and the Tera
Computer.
– NUMA shared memory. A non-uniform memory access architecture has hierarchically organized memory, often viewed as multiple levels of cache. Examples are SGI Challenge
machines and the Convex Exemplar.
– Small-grain distributed memory. No shared memory abstraction is provided in hardware,
but fine-grain message passing and low-latency synchronization are supported. We’ve labeled this class SIMD, since it describes machines such as the MasPar MP-2, but in also
describes MIMD machines with fine-grain support, such as the Cray T3D.
– Large-grain distributed memory. Message-passing (MP) machines where large messages
must be used to achieve reasonable performance of processor interconnect. Examples are the
Intel Paragon and IBM SP/2.

2 Design Refinement Methodology
Effective software development involves prototyping at several different design levels to discover
the characteristics of a problem. Figure 1 describes the stages along the refinement paths from
high-level designs to architecture-specific implementations. A description of each of the stages
follows.
2.1

Problem Definition and Validation.

At the specification stage (top of figure 1), we seek an initial description of the problem and validation of the problem against functional requirements. The focus is on determining the feasibility
and practicality of obtaining a high-performance algorithmic solution for a succinctly-described
problem.
Algorithm selection and parallel complexity analysis. Solutions to complex problems are often
expressed as highly algorithmic, mathematically sophisticated descriptions. This makes the highlevel analysis both necessary, because the algorithms are often computationally intensive, and
feasible, because of their succinct description. Asymptotic analysis, prototyping, and exploration
of algorithm variants can all be performed quickly at this level.
One set of measures for selecting parallel algorithms are work and step complexities. The
work complexity is a measure of all operations performed, while the step complexity measures
the number of parallel steps (minimum number of sequential steps). While these measures are
not completely realistic, we seek to separate concerns and formulate a tractable, staged analysis methodology. Finding a work-efficient algorithms is the goal, even though they may lead
to irregular solutions with data-dependent behavior. For large problems on fixed size machines,
work-efficient algorithms give the best performance.

Analysis for parallel architectures. The analysis techniques at this stage are based on mediumlevel parallel computing cost models such as LogP [6], BSP [12], and PMH [?] that can be used
to estimate communication and memory performance. The model parameters of the algorithm
are obtained analytically (when possible, or by instrumenting a prototype of the algorithm). One
of the 4 architectural classes must be supplied to complete the analysis.
2.2

Design Refinement
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data-parallel applications
The different refinement paths are:
– Nested data-parallel design refined to flat data-parallel design by converting nested iterators
and nested sequences to loops with integer iterators and rectangular arrays. Flat data parallel
programs are suitably expressed using languages such as HPF, Fortran90, C* and MPL.
– Nested (or flat) data-parallel refined to SPMD. SPMD programs have multiple threads of
control using a single shared-memory, where decomposition is under program control, varying from simple memory-decomposition models to complex, adaptive, load-balancing methods.
– SPMD refined to SPMD/C. This model adds explicit communications to an SPMD program,
eliminating the shared-memory constructs.
– Refining to an SIMD Model. SIMD machines can be viewed as fine-grain message-passing
machines, or as vector architectures. Refinement to an SIMD model can begin with either the
nested or flat data-parallel versions, or it can be derived as similar to other message-passing
versions.
2.3 Translation to Target Programming Models
Translation of high-level data-parallel designs can target a variety languages as shown by the vertical arrows in figure 1. Different designs are matched to different languages and different parallel
architectures. Translation from the design notation may be manual or automatic; the automatic
translation of nested data-parallel programs to vector models is an active area of research [11, 4].

3

Case Studies: Multitarget Tracking

In this section, we turn our attention to an example, demonstrating the methodology and the
reliance on particular tools used for the process. The problem chosen to solve here is that of
multitarget tracking, and through the development process, we will develop a tree of refined
algorithms and show the need for additional automated support.
Multitarget tracking (MTT) can be described simply: a set of N targets are being tracked when
new location data arrives as a set of M positions. Prediction models compute the expected locations of the tracked targets, but the new data may not coincide with the estimated positions. The
problem is to find the joint probability that a target t, 1 t N, is represented by a measurement
j, 1 j M. Any algorithm that computes this result falls in the category of multitarget tracking
algorithms that we are studying.

 

 

3.1

Solutions to the Multitarget Tracking Problem

We have explored two published algorithms that solve the multitarget tracking problem. The first
is the column-recursive joint probability data association (CR-JPDA) algorithm, since it has been
the subject of parallel implementation studies [8, 2]. Zhou and Bose also present a parallel MTT
algorithm, the tree-search joint probability data association filter (ZB-JPDAF) algorithm, that
performs much worse than the CR-JPDA in the worst case, but has claims of better performance
in average and highly likely cases [14].
The CR-JPDA is a specific association strategy that uses a weighted average of returns. The
2 N
column-recursive algorithm has work complexity of (
2 ), but this is improved by a
factor of N(M+1) over the computation of all permanents of a matrix, the direct method of multitarget tracking. The algorithm is a dynamic programming strategy, relying on solutions for subproblems to compute the answers to larger problems.

O NM

3.2

Development and Refinement

Figure 2 shows our development hierarchy of MTT solutions. The development of our multitarget
tracking algorithms begins at the root with a specification of the problem to be solved.
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Fig. 2. Our development tree of the MTT algorithms. targets parallelism, it is a nested dataparallel implementation in Proteus, which
The grayed instances have yet to be developed.
is suitable for automatic translation to C
with vector operations. The initial version of the ZB-JPDAF, written in Proteus, is also suitable
for translation to C with vector operations. At this level, all implementations are architectureindependent.
Additional studies were performed, as outlined by the design refinements described in section 2. A flat data-parallel version of the CR-JPDA was developed and translated manually into
HPF and Fortran77, where memory decomposition and vectorization could be examined. An
SPMD version of the CR-JPDA was developed, to explore assignment of work to processors, and
alternate memory decompositions that improved performance. And finally, a paper study was
performed to estimate the performance of a variety of message-passing implementations of the
CR-JPDA [13].
3.3

Results of the Implementation Study

A brief description of the variants of multitarget tracking programs follows. For a complete description, including code and analysis, see [10].
Nested Data-parallel Implementations. Prototyping the CR-JPDA and the ZB-JPDAF with a
high-level language yielded quick development and concise descriptions on which further implementations can be based. Not only were the two prototypes validated against one another, but
their work complexity was examined by running both on a variety of input data. As suggested by
the authors, a memoized implementation of the ZB-JPDAF drastically improved the performance.
At this high level, it is possible to recognize that the CR-JPDA is a dynamic programming variation of the ZB-JPDAF, where the tabular nature of the implementation removes all variance from
the execution time. The CR-JDPA always has the same performance, where the ZB-JPDAF is
highly sensitive due to data-dependent branching factors.

Flat Data-parallel Implementations. The next results were from conversion to flat data-parallel
implementations. The (manual) transformation removes nested structures, such as nested iterators, nested function calls, and nested summations, turning them into loops populated with assignment statements. The nested data structures are also made regular (same length at in each
dimension), where space is wasted to provide regularity. These versions, written in HPF and Fortran77, gave us the opportunity to explore regular data decompositions for parallel execution.
Unfortunately, the work in the CR-JPDA is unevenly distributed over the data, so regular data
decompositions will never balance the work evenly, necessitating further refinement for higher
performance.
SPMD Implementations. In an SPMD model, memory decomposition is under program control, as is work decomposition. Three versions were explored at this level: one similar to the flat
data-parallel version (as a benchmark); an attempt to balance memory requests with a modified
block-cyclic layout; and uneven data decomposition to balance the work. Both of the attempts to
improve performance were successful, with good load-balancing leading to good scaling behavior.
Message-passing Studies. Our final study looked at the CR-JPDA as it might be implemented
on a message-passing architecture (described fully in [13]). A simple model was developed to
describe the computation and communication costs of different decompositions of the CR-JPDA.
The initial implementation was based on the simple observation that M processors could be used
to compute results with almost no communication. Since this provides only limited parallelism,
several more implementations were studied in an attempt to use more processors (64-2048). It
took substantial algorithm enhancement and complex message coordination to achieve any solutions that could outperform the initial solution.
Summary of Implementations. The refinement strategy used to develop the MTT algorithms
cleanly separates development issues. In the prototypes, the primary concern was one of correctness and agreement between the two algorithms. The flat data-parallel implementations explored
regular memory decompositions. The SPMD version focused on load-balancing the work and
data with irregular decompositions. Finally, the message-passing study looked at several variants
of the algorithm in an effort to achieve a scalable program on a given architecture. Developing
correct implementations early and quickly allowed the later developments to focus mainly on
performance issues.

4

Tools to support parallel software development

The work performed in the case study used a collection of software tools that only minimally
support the task. What follows is a suggested set of tools to support the design methodology
described here.
– Parallel programming language for prototyping. The brevity, clarity, and analyzability
of our Proteus implementations along with other implementations (Sisal implementation in
[8]) make a strong argument for using high-level languages for prototyping. High-level programming languages help the developer gain intuition and insight about the inner workings
of complex algorithms prior to exploring optimizations for high-performance.
– Repository version manager. Developing a tree of programs is not a one-way process,
rather there is constant flow of information among program instances up and down the version tree. It must be possible to develop new versions on the development tree by taking
parts of other versions, or perhaps new parts, and composing them. Currently, no such tool
exists, so the development of the versions in this report were managed manually.
– Powerful transformation tools. The translation and optimization strategies developed by
us, the Scandal group at CMU and the Sisal group at LLNL permit the developer to express an parallel solution in a concise, clear notation that can be translated to code that runs
competitively with hand-written, hard-to-understand, low-level implementations.
– Multi-lingual programs. If prototypes are refined into reliable applications, often performance can be increased with multi-lingual capabilities. In one instance, a small part might
be much more efficient if rewritten in a low-level language. Rather than commit the entire

prototype to the lower-level language, support for multi-lingual programs could drastically
reduce development time. As an alternative, consider the integration of a prototype into a
much larger existing system,
– Information gathering tools. The main goal of developing parallel programs is high performance. As such, it is important to know where the program is performing and consuming
resources as expected and where it is not. Performance analysis tools that provide information about highly optimized programs are key to achieving this goal.
– Portable compilation targets. Architecture-independent compilation targets ensure the portability and longevity of parallel applications, as is demonstrated by the Nesl project [4], the
Sisal project [5], and the Fortran-M project [7].

5 Conclusions
We have proposed a tree-based refinement strategy for developing data-parallel applications. As
development progresses down the tree, algorithms are specialized, perhaps to meet architectural
and performance considerations. Branches represent different algorithms or different specializations. To accommodate new target architectures, we add new branches; to accommodate specification changes, we retrace the refinements steps through the tree. The application is represented
by the tree of refined programs, not one particular refined version in the tree.
We have used the refinement methodology to develop parallel multitarget tracking algorithms.
The separation of concerns allowed us first to concentrate on the correctness and high-level performance of 2 competing algorithms (the CR-JPDA and the ZB-JPDAF). Further refinement allowed the explorations of regular and irregular decomposition to achieve a balanced work-load.
Additional models were used to determine the costs of a family of message-passing implementations, and what was required to achieve scalable performance over a wide range of parallelism.
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